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Gulf College (GC) emerged
triumphant as student athletes bag 3rd place in the recently-concluded 6th National
Swimming Championship for
Higher Institutions at Sultan
Qaboos University Swimming
complex, with the unwavering
support of GC Chair and CEO
Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, and the
auspices of Omani Swimming
Association (OSA) President
Taha Sulaiman Al Kashri.
GC, with its team’s unwavering
TRIUMPHANT. (Left) GC Chairman and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi (leftmost) receives the award garnered by the college
determination
and
strong
during Oman’s 6th National Swimming Championship. (Right) The trophy and plaque extended to the winning team
fighting morale, bested participating contestants from colleges pride and admiration for the stuas encourage all learners to Swimming Association, in coland universities around the Sul- dents of the college who attained
persevere in their chosen fields laboration with the International
tanate. The winners were hon- this accolade. Dr. Issa also enSwimming Federation (FINA),
of expertise.
oured by the college, and re- sured that GC will continue to
official aquatic competitions auThe competition was organised
ceived by Chair and CEO Dr. provide full support to all stakethority of the International Olymthrough the united efforts of
Issa Al Bulushi in a special holders willing to show their capic Committee. International
Oman’s Committee for Collerecognition ceremony; during pabilities in all aspects of educareferees include Abdul Munem
giate Sports and the Oman
which he expressed his deepest tion, sports and culture, as well
Khamis Al Alawi, (Page 3)

The Ministry of Higher Education (MoHE), spearheaded by the
Deputy Director General for Licensing and Educational Services of Universities and Private Colleges Dr. Masoud Bin Ali
Al Harthy, conducted a general assessment of the coming GC
Mua’Abela campus, as the MoHE team staged a visit to the
site on the 10th of June.
The visiting team was accompanied by GC Chair and CEO Dr.
Issa Al Bulushi and Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani. MoHE administered the assessment as a regular measure in line with the
proposed opening of
the new college in
September of 2014.
MoHE did a standard
background-check of
the area’s location,
accessibility, facilities,
and systems set-up.
The team also surveyed
landscape KEEN. (From left) GC Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al
Abduwani, Deputy Director General for Licensconditions.
ing and Educational Services of Universities and
The aforementioned Private Colleges Dr. Masoud Bin Ali Al Harthy,
activity is part of the and GC Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al Bulushi durMinistry’s
general ing GC Mua’Abela’s campus assessment
provisions for new
and opening universities and colleges around the Sultanate of
Oman. This is done to ensure quality education and performance.

In accordance
with the international academic parameters,
maintained through
the congruent
institutional
partnership of
Staffordshire
University
(SU) and Gulf
College (GC),
SU’s Director UNITED. (From left) SU’s Director of Partnerships Prof.
of
Partner- Chris Slade, GC AD-QA Dr. Shameena Mehtab and GC
ships
Prof. Dean Prof. Dr. Taki Al Abduwani meet for SU’s evaluaChris
Slade tion and updates
June, comprised of SU’s genconducted a comprehensive eral analysis of the campus
review and update of GC’s transfer, site and proposed
restructured programmes, as
programmes. The development
well as the institutions’ prepaof the new campus was officialration for GCs incoming international students next aca- ly and magnanimously commended by SU, along with the
demic year.
operational framework for GC’s
The update, delivered to all GC new
programmes,
which
staff by Prof. Slade on the 1st of
(Page 3)
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The 39th Arab Deaf Child Week ended in soaring spirits as Gulf College
(GC), in partnership with other institutions around the Sultanate of
Oman, piloted a closure party festival on the stage of the Ministry of
Higher Education theatre in Al Wateya in celebration of the strength and
hope exhibited by the special learners of the country. This activity is under the guidance and support of Hon. Nada bint Hassan bin Mohammed
Al Jamaliya, state council member, and GC Chair and CEO Dr. Issa Al
Bulushi.
wishing to partake of such a other special needs students
Entitled “Let joyous occasion. Students from the Sultanate of Oman
us live with from different universities and were awarded by state counhope”,
the colleges performed an opera cil member Hon. Nada bint
colour-andcomique for the benefit of the Hassan bin Mohammed Al
culture-filled
viewers. The presentation, Jamaliya. GC’s grade 12-Al
festival was dubbed “Hope Hymnody” Amal Deaf School, the incomattended by featured artistic expressions ing student batch of Gulf Colspecial edu- of optimism and confidence lege for school year 2014cation gradu- amidst the challenges of eve- 2015, were also recognised
ates all over ryday living. At the end of the during the event under the
the country, ceremony, GC’s special stu- sponsorship of Chair and
INSPIRED. (Top) The notable attendees of the event as well as dent graduates along with CEO Dr. Issa. Bulushi.
(Bottom) GC’s Special Learning Programme Graduates supporting
along with other students of the Sultanate during the 39th
organisations
Arab Deaf Child Week closure ceremonies

To
promote
extensive
knowledge of writing, research and journalism to
the learners of Gulf College, Quality Assurance
(QA) Coordinator Dr. Joseph Cuarteros with the
Faculty of Foundation
Studies (FFS) recently organised an orientation and
workshop on the facets of
Journalism,
Research
Writing, Plagiarism, Referencing and Turnitin, H.
Hall.

Twenty students from Gulf
College have deigned to partake of the Sultanate’s Consumer Protection Campaign
by participating in the National Consumer Protection Exhibit,
as
organised
by
Oman’s Common Corporation Manager Dr. Said Khamis
Al Kaebi.
The event was held in awareness of the Public Authority for
Consumer Protection (PACP)’s
movement to protect consumers from rising price unpredictability and quality deviations now
that the Holy month of Ramadan
is approaching.
GC’s stakeholder group has previously declared their intentions
of promoting the campaign in the
college, hence their attendance
at the exhibit. Students were first
introduced to the imitation goods
section, under the guidance of
exhibit supervisor Hilal Saif Al
Rashdi. This was followed by a
viewing of the consumer complaints section.

KEEPERS. (Top) GC’s stakeholder group
attend the event with GC Head of Student
Affairs Mr. Mohammed Fouad (center)

GC’s stakeholder group voiced
their immense gratitude for the
hospitality extended by all organisers of the exhibit, especially
Common Corporations manager
Dr. Al Kaebi.
GC has already launched various
student group movements to further the campaign for consumer
protection, as well as double the
awareness for the said advocacy.

Ester E. Simagala for Research, Plagiarism, Collusion and Turnitin. A welcome address was delivered
by FFS Head Mr. Masood
Khan.

The discussions prioritised
different field objectives. It
also emphasised the consequences of plagiarism and
general collusion. The presenters also introduced the
Turnitin programme: new
software designed to double
-check for plagiarism errors
Discussions were delivered and measure the language/
by FFS lecturers: GC E- grammar skill of submitted
Gazette Editor-in-Chief Dr. papers.
Romeo C. Castillo for Journalism, FFS Research Coor- The aforementioned prodinator Dr. Agnes B. Ilagan gramme is being utilised by
for Research, and Dr. Jo- all departments of the college to check the
references of their
students’
work.
GC continues to
fortify its research
centre by boosting
student researches at full capacity,
with more workshops/skill
trainEXPERTISE. (Top) Quality Assurance Coordina- ings for students
tor Dr. Joseph Cuarteros with the FFS lecturers and teachers.
administered the workshop.

What’s Up?
Gear up for the season of kicks!
The FIFA 2014 World Cup is just around the
corner!
It’s time to choose your favourites as the
best teams battle it out for the finals from
June 12-July 13 in Brasil!
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Crossroads
In Pursuit of Academic Excellence
Gulf College, since its
formal establishment in 2004,
has continuously endeavoured
to serve as a beacon for academic excellence and novel progress. It constantly refines its
education system: Implementing
new educational schemes and
updating learning and competency strategies for students. Moreover, Gulf College recognises its
duty to the stakeholders of the
country, and performs at its level best to meet its academic goals.
This is the specific motive of Gulf College in pursuing
academic partnerships with international universities
and institutions. It strives to manifest quality standards in teaching as well as assessment measures:
through the cooperation and guidance of external universities. It is imperative that evaluation measures be
streamlined to rectify the weaknesses and boost the
strengths of the academe. Gulf College strictly administers examinations in accordance with the required
regulations. Meetings are also implemented; during
which issues about skill level disparity, materials’ accuracy and examination procedures are addressed.
In addition, all examination scripts are reviewed and
rationalised by external examiners from various refuted institutions from the UK. These international academics also provide regular feedback and specify
areas for improvement in terms of evaluation and
overall learning. All participating bodies ensure that
results are declared promptly and accurately. This
process, extensively executed by Gulf College without fail, is a pure demonstration of he institution’s outstanding pursuit of excellence: commendable and
unrelenting amidst the pallor of diversity.

Mohammed Al Kasar, Mohammed Al Hanai, and
Hamad Al Busaidi and Kasem
Al Agmi as assistants.
The event was held to showcase students’ talents and
athletic capabilities, especially those deviating from class-

room academics.
The tournament started with
an Omani folklore section,
followed by two stages. The
initial stage was under the
supervision of Oman Sports
Committee
representative
Dr. Salim Khamis Al Ereimi.

were aligned with the international standards of SU.
Prof. Slade also delivered a status report of her visit during a
meeting with GC Dean Prof. Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani and Assistant
Dean for Quality Assurance (ADQA) Dr. Shameena Mehtab. They
discussed the validation for international students and GC’s incoming programmes, which shall
be released in September and
November. The meeting also
finalised plans for the incoming
international students next school
year. Prof. Slade expressed

Gulf College’s
Finance Department
is
upgrading its
service
and
system function in preparation for Gulf
College’s
Mr. Waleed Said
Deputy Dean, Finance official move
to Mua’Abela
campus
through the
introduction
of a highlyautomated
and
easilyaccessible
collection
Abraham George
programme.
Deputy Dean for Administrations
and Finance Mr. Waleed Said
stated that the Finance Department is aligning its programmes
and services to the calls of inter-

some of the students’ concerns
with regards to the transfer, but
she assured all parties that an Intercultural programme shall be
launched to address the matter.
She also administered a faculty
workshop, where she discussed
the stipulations and module requirements of programmes, as well
as subject-student appropriations
and cultural leanings
Finally, she mentioned that SU
Vice Chancellor Michael Gunn
shall be present during the grand
opening of the new campus in November.

national marketing. This means
that payment and balance check
methods for student and staff will
be fully automated. In addition to
these, all services are made increasingly accessible, as account
-owners are given the freedom to
manage their information settings
via internet. Tuition fee payment
can also be processed online.
Finance and Administration staff
member Abraham George also
revealed that the opening GC
Mua’Abela campus features ATM
machines and automated registers for faster and more efficient
service delivery.
Moreover, the department continues to fortify existing programmes, as well as create new
facilities to improve its service.
Such measures are extended to
ensure the ease and comfort of
incoming GC stakeholders.

ANNOUNCEMENT:
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The Harvard Referencing System is
now available for download at Gulf
College’s official website

International Superhighway
Aside from its pledges of well-rounded skill, culture, societal values and comfort, perhaps the most significant guarantee that Gulf College
Mua’ Abela has provided its stakeholders is the promise of internationally-competitive, high-quality learning. Gulf College Mua’ Abela strives to
provide the best education that the Sultanate has to offer, while adapting the most comprehensive pillars of ivy-league schools and research
universities around the world.
As it opens its informational floodgates this September of 2014, the college is set to be the second largest institution in Oman, and one of the
first in the country to adapt latest teaching technology methods. Systems are currently being synched to the latest updates in technology and
society. Incoming students are also guaranteed access to internationally-acclaimed researches in the college library, as the administration
continues to fortify its partnerships with Staffordshire University and other research institutions worldwide. Furthermore, Gulf College is also
engaging in competitive research ventures, and is being commended in tournaments launched by Oman’s Ministry of Higher Education, Ibri
College of Technology and Sultan Qaboos University.

But more than its facilities and research accolades, Gulf College is doing its level-best to produce the most professionally-competent and dedicated staff. The college continues to conduct frequent skill training and workshops in various fields of education, administration and maintenance. Lecturers are also regularly subjected to international competency evaluations (such as Pearson test and FCE) to check and improve
their knowledge of the programme. Classroom observations are executed to maintain the exemplary performance of both students and lecturers
With all these to offer and more, Gulf College Mua’Abela is truly shaping up to be the country’s informational superhighway. As it generates all
means necessary to produce readily-competitive and highly-skilled graduates on a global scale, Gulf College is slowly transforming the education arena of the country it devotedly serves.

Scenic Spotlight: Showcasing Oman’s Best Panorama

With its serene tide pools and lush shrubberies, Wadi-Tiwi is
an unforgettable country gem waiting to be explored. It lies
pristinely at the shores of Tiwi village, and dazzles audiences
with unique camping and hiking trails. The village and wildlife
surrounding the Wadi is the renaissance of Omani culture:
an astounding portrait of tradition, nature and evolution.
Horses and donkeys are allowed to scatter the perimeter,
alongside citizens who enrich the agriculture and natural cornucopia of the Wadi.
Wadi-Tiwi is located at the southern regions of Tiwi village,
and can be accessed first by car, then by a walking/hiking
trail through the breath-taking vista of Wadi Bani Khalid
mountain.

